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Abstract Increasingly sophisticated methods for data processing demand knowledge

on the semantic relationship between language and vision. New fields of research like

Explainable AI demand to step away from black-boxed approaches and understand-

ing how the underlying semantics of data sets and AI models work. Advancements

in Psycholinguistics suggest, that there is a relationship from language perception

to how language production and sentence creation work. In this paper, a method to

measure the visual variety of concepts is proposed to quantify the semantic gap be-

tween vision and language. For this, an image corpus is recomposed using ImageNet

and Web data. Web-based metrics for measuring the popularity of sub-concepts are

used as a weighting to ensure that the image composition in a dataset is as natural

as possible. Using clustering methods, a score describing the visual variety of each

concept is determined. A crowd-sourced survey is conducted to create ground-truth

values applicable for this research. The evaluations show that the recomposed image

corpus largely improves the measured variety compared to previous datasets. The re-

sults are promising and give additional knowledge about the relationship of language

and vision.
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1 Introduction

In recent years, the growth of visual data on the Web and in social media is astound-

ing. This results in a need for automated approaches to process such data. Whether

the purpose is image retrieval, captioning, or tagging, a comprehensive understand-

ing of image contents becomes crucial. Natural language is vague and the meaning

of tagging might change depending on the choice of words. A rather abstract tag like

“vehicle” might not describe an image of a specific motorbike type particularly well.

On the other hand, the model name of said motorbike might be too specific, as an av-

erage user might not have a mental image of such a phrase, which would draw the tag

pointless. This is a good example that shows that the range of the so-called “semantic

gap” lying between language understanding and vision detection could vary. Thus, in

order to overcome the semantic gap, it is important to have a deep understanding on

how vocabulary and their visual representations connect. Depending on how concrete

or abstract a term is, the size of a visual mental image will drastically change. Addi-

tionally, the social Web might create a biased view on things. While a very abstract

term like “vehicle” might describe all kinds of things —“ships”, “airplanes”, “trains”,

etc.— most users would probably only think about “cars” at first glance.

There are existing taxonomies for languages like WordNet [26]. However, these

are commonly only based on lexical relations of language like hypernyms and hy-

ponyms. They do not account for the visual features of each concept, and thus it is

uncertain whether a lexical taxonomy is equal or even related to its visual properties.

For example, imagine two families of animals. The classification of animals is based

on biological properties and differences, which are not necessarily related to visual

appearance. Thus, one family could have a lot of species which look fairly similar,

while another might have very few species with distinct visual differences. The first

one would have a larger lexical variety, while the second family would have a higher

visual variety.

In this paper, the concept of visual variety is introduced as one step to approach

the semantic gap. This idea is different from conventional measurements of the dis-

tance between visual concepts. This difference is illustrated in Fig. 1. A method to

measure the visual variety of language terms is proposed, together with a way to re-

fine the used image corpus to approximate the common mental image for a term or

a concept. In this research, one set of images is created for each concept. As shown

in Fig. 2a, this method can be used to compute and compare the results for different

terms and concepts. The image composition for this is crucial, as it has a large influ-

ence on how the visual feature space of the image set will look like. Image sets of

abstract concepts are a composition of images of its various sub-concepts. There are

sub-concepts closely related to each other and thus often visually very similar, which

lowers the score of the overall concept. But there are also sub-concepts which vary

visually, and a large number of images of these would increase its score. Thus, how

image corpora are composited is crucial for each measurement. For each concept, a
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(a) How different are two concepts? (b) In how many ways can it be visualized?

Fig. 1: (a) shows an example of visual distance. Images of bicycles and

motorbikes are visually similar, but very distinct from images of cats. This cre-

ates a large distance to cats. The visual variety in (b) analyzes a single concept.

Sports cars look visually very similar, as they share similar characteristics. In

contrast, a set of images of vehicles in general will have a much wider span of

visual contents.

well-balanced set of images resembling the common mental image of it is built, as

shown in Fig. 2b

To ensure that these image corpora are not biased in an unrealistic way, metrics

to determine the popularity of sub-concepts are introduced. Multiple approaches to

define popularity are analyzed. For the measurements to yield appropriate results, a

distribution which feels reasonable to the majority of people is needed. It is difficult

to obtain such a distribution, as it is highly subjective, but a Web-based population

distribution is thought to resemble it due to its crowd-sourced nature. Therefore, the

core assumption is that the popularity of concepts on the Web approximates the gen-

eral mental image of these concepts, and thus that there is a direct connection between

the visual variety perceived by the majority of humans and Web popularity. In order

to approximate a distribution which is related to Web popularity, metrics like analyz-

ing Text or Image Search results are explored. For a comparison, other methods using

word frequencies are included in the evaluation. Depending on the metric, one could

bias the results, opening opportunities for visual understanding seen from different

viewpoints. Lastly, a quantitative analysis compares differently composed image cor-

pus with a crowd-sourced ground truth.

The main contributions of this research are:

– Introducing the concept of visual variety as a means of measuring the semantic

gap by approximating the common mental image of concepts.

– Proposing a method to compose an image corpus from known datasets using Web

population based metrics to create a natural less-biased composition of images.

– Conducting a crowd-sourced survey to obtain ground-truth visual variety labels

for a selected set of concepts to evaluate the created datasets against how humans

perceive each concept.
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(a) Comparing the results of visual variety for different concepts and image sets.

...
(b) Image set composition for the concept car. Different colors stand for different subordinate concepts.

Fig. 2: Core ideas of visual variety. (a) The variety of visual characteristics of a term

or concept is quantified. This relates to whether something is concrete or abstract, as

an abstract concept has a vague image, often attracting a larger amount of noise and

ambiguity. (b) The image set for a single concept, e.g. car, is a recomposition of

related subordinate concepts. In this image set, the occurrence of images should be

roughly equal to a natural distribution of these concepts.

This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 briefly summarizes existing methods

for visual distance measurement. Then Section 3 first describes the method of visual

variety measurements using cluster counting. For the approach to yield meaningful

results, a well-balanced image corpus is necessary. Therefore, Section 4 proposes

a method to construct such an image corpus using Web-based popularity metrics

as a weighting. Then Section 5 discusses the crowd-sourced survey used to obtain

reasonable ground-truth labels. This is necessary to make a quantitative evaluation

of each proposed image corpus. Section 6 shows the evaluation results, which are

further discussed in Section 7. The paper is concluded in Section 8.

2 Related work

The idea of creating relationships between language and vision dates back a long

time. There has been research in computer science, but also in psychology and lin-

guistics. Below, we introduce related research, divided by field or topic.

Psychology and linguistics. Paivio et al. [30] analyzed the concreteness, imagery,

and meaningfulness of nouns. This psychological analysis focused on the differences
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of literal meanings for different kinds of words. They analyzed whether abstractness

and concreteness have an impact on the perception of words. Furthermore, they em-

pirically evaluated the characteristics of a physical representation of a word with its

mental representation. Using test subjects, they compared the common mental image

of real objects with that of rather theoretical terms.

In the field of linguistics, there have been various approaches for classifying lan-

guage into a taxonomic structure. The most famous and still common approach for

the English language is WordNet [26]. However, this structure is solely based on lex-

ical relationships. It gives a clue on the semantic relationship between concepts and

thus is helpful as a basis for this research, but one can not make assumptions on visual

features of concepts solely using WordNet.

Ontology of concepts. Kawakubo et al. [16] proposed an idea how to automatically

create an ontology for visual features. They clustered similar images to create a hi-

erarchical structure of related visual concepts. Meanwhile, Inoue et al. [14] tried to

analyze the ontologic relationship of visual concepts by directly incorporating the

lexical relationships. They calculated a weighting which describes how much a hy-

ponym has a visual influence on its hypernyms.

Visual concept analyses. Nakamura and Babaguchi [28] measured the distance for

visual concepts with an Adaptive Weighting for multiple visual features. Further-

more, Nagasawa et al. [27] analyzed the effect of noise images on distance mea-

surements. They found that in contrast to an image classification algorithm, where

any noise often majorly reduces precision, noise images actually have a surprisingly

positive effect on distance measurements.

Yanai and Barnard [36] analyzed the image region entropy to calculate the vi-

sualness of different adjectives. They defined a probability function which decides

whether an image region belongs to an adjective or not. Based on this, they compared

the amount of entropy for different adjectives and made an assumption how hard it

is to visualize them. Kohara and Yanai [19] continued these analyses by looking at

adjective-noun pairs.

Divvala et al. [8] proposed a method which uses unsupervised crawling to cre-

ate a visual knowledge database. By combining related phrases or nouns, a graph

of supposedly related visual concepts is created. For every node, an image set was

Web-crawled using search engines. To filter-out phrase combinations which have no

meaning and result in random images, a classifier is used. Lastly, a clustering is de-

fined using the node-to-node visual distance of neighboring concepts. The automated

approach promises to find all concepts related to a starting term.

Use-cases. Van Leuken et al. [20] did a study on visual diversification. The idea is

to improve the results of image retrieval by removing similar images of the same ob-

ject or concept, and thus overall diversifying the retrieved results. In their work, they

proposed clustering techniques to create clusters of images which are very closely

related. Next, they selected a representative image of each cluster which is used for
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the image retrieval. As there is no method available to estimate the variety of im-

ages, they evaluated their results by comparing the resulting clusters to human-made

clusters.

An analysis in the field of psycholinguisitcs by Smolik and Kriz [33] suggests

that word imageability and concreteness have a large influence on language com-

prehension, language production, and language learning. It is thought to be used in

both syntactic as well as semantic processes in the human mind. This research sug-

gests, that it is also of high interest for computer-assisted language creation like in

natural language processing or image captioning. Li and Nenkova [21] predict sen-

tence specificity using psycholinguistic labels like Imageability, Concreteness, and

Meaningfulness. Their research can be helpful to estimate text difficulty or for cre-

ating simplified versions of text. However, these metrics are largely based on text

semantics and come from a psycholinguistic dataset with only a limited number of

generic nouns. Visual variety as a concept could offer extra insight on text semantics

from a visual perception point of view. A data mining driven approach to this can

furthermore vastly increase the number of labels, making for more precise usage and

applications.

Recently, a new field called Explainable AI [32] came in closer focus. This field

looks at the problem that recent machine learning, especially neural networks, are

often black boxes. There is very few insight on how recent advancements work in-

ternally, except that they prove to have better accuracy. The field is both interested in

how the internals of a trained network work, and in how the results of a classifier are

explainable. In the latter, visual variety analyses can find additional insights, which

are commonly perceived by a human but yet to be quantified by a machine. For fields

where even tiny miscalculations can have a fatal impact, like medicine or aviation, a

black box approach can have its issues [12][13]. Furthermore, in recent advancements

of privacy laws, using a black box for machine learning might result in legal issues for

business applications. With a similar mindset, in a work by Hentschel and Sack [11],

there was an analysis on what data is preserved in Bag of Words classifiers and which

image regions are commonly used to detect classes in image classification. These

experiments often result in very surprising results, which showcases a mismatch of

human perception and computer vision. Such a mismatch is yet to be quantified, but

opens the door for additional research on concept semantics and visual features. To

this end, visual variety discussed in this paper quantifies the semantics and differ-

ences between different concepts, making results better explainable. As the results

are evaluated against human perception, it also closes the semantic gap between hu-

mans perceiving their surroundings and the computer analyzing datasets.

In summary, most methods focus on creating a hierarchy or folksonomy of dif-

ferent concepts. While there has been research on concept variety in the field of psy-

chology [30], there is no method which aims to quantitatively estimate the visual

variety of general concepts. Having a measurement for visual variety of concepts

would provide visual diversification research a ground-truth estimate for quantitative

evaluations, as well as help to quantify the semantic gap between human perceived

semantics and a machine-trained model.
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3 Visual variety measurements

Distance measurements are commonly a direct comparison of two visual concepts [28].

The goal is to find the distance between two sets of images and thus trying to make

an assumption on how these concepts differ visually. Unfortunately, all those results

are relative between the two visual concepts. There is no prediction made on the vi-

sual characteristics of a single concept, which creates a gap between language and

vision. Related work [1][36] analyzed the visual entropy of image regions related to

adjectives. While they work nicely for adjectives like colors, as they directly describe

visual characteristics, there has been less work on how more complex concepts relate

to visual variety. In other studies [14], the visual relationship of terms within tax-

onomies was analyzed. It uses the lexical relationship as a weighting or input value

and thus assuming a direct relationship between lexical and visual characteristics. As

this is not necessarily true, this assumption would lead to an error when approach-

ing the semantic gap lying between language and vision. There is work regarding

visual diversification [20], that aims for a large visual variety in image retrieval result

sets. In the evaluation, their approach was compared with a diversification created

by humans, in terms of which representative pictures are chosen by each. Unfortu-

nately, the actual effect of this remains unclear, as there were no analysis on how the

diversification process influences the dataset and the visual characteristics across it.

Language is naturally created and very complex, which results in word ambigu-

ities and overlaps. A deep language understanding is crucial to solving data analysis

problems. In Web and Social Media, visual contents and text are usually co-existing,

so the mutual relationship is often used to gain knowledge about data. However, am-

biguities make this process prone to mistakes. One can not assume that the visual

variety of terms is related to the number of hyponyms or the level of depth within a

language taxonomy. WordNet [26] and other taxonomies were not created with any

visual aspect in mind, at least explicitly. For example, one family of animals might

have a large variety of visual features, colors, size differences, and so on, despite hav-

ing few species. On the other hand, there might be other families which look closely

related to all images, despite having thousands of species, and thus hyponyms. A bi-

ological classification and a linguistic taxonomy would have different results than a

visual analysis.

In this paper, this gap is approached by an analysis of visual variety. To yield in-

tuitive results, ideally, an image corpus with a comprehensive composition of images

which present the common mental image of a concept is needed. In this paper, a set of

images is called balanced, if there is a meaningful image composition which closely

resembles a common variety of a concept. For every concept, an image set with such a

balanced composition of images, and its visual vectors, is generated. When looking at

the resulting data spatially, the visual vectors show clusters of very similar concepts.

The distance between clusters is the inter-concept distance between visual features,

where unrelated images result in a larger distance than closely related images.

When analyzing a very abstract concept like e.g. vehicle, a diverse set of im-

ages with different kinds of vehicles is intuitively useful. However, a large variety

of different cars might have a rather low impact on the mutual distance of image

pairs, as these have similar visual features. In contrast, when adding an airplane to
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Fig. 3: Clustering the visual feature space of the concept vehicle. A high visual va-

riety of a concept creates more spatial clusters in the visual feature space. Therefore,

clustering algorithms can determine the variety by finding the right number of clus-

ters. Note that this simple approach does not segment or normalize images, so even

images of the same vehicle in different situations, applications, or environments can

create additional clusters. In contrast, two visually similar images of different sub-

concepts might also be clustered together. This behavior is wanted as it is expected

to approximate the mental image of the concept more closely.

the mixture, the distance will be rather high. The distance in this case refers to the

distance between the visual vectors of each concept’s images. Thus, the ratio of how

many images of each subordinate concept are within an image set for an abstract

term is crucial for the results. For a very abstract concept, like vehicle, this cre-

ates a variety of spatially distributed clusters in the feature space for sub-concepts

like airplane, motor vehicle, and ship. This spatial distribution of visual

features is solely based on the visual vector and does not need to be correlated to a

lexical taxonomy.

The number of clusters in a spatial clustering relates to the visual variety within a

concept. This idea of spatial clustering is visualized in Fig. 3, which shows the visual

space of the concept vehicle as an example. For each concept,

f (x) = #(clusters({features(i)|i ∈ images(x)})),

where x is a concept. For a concept x, the visual features in a large number of im-

ages are extracted. This visual feature space represents the visual characteristics of
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the concept, putting similar images spatially closer. The visual features are then spa-

tially clustered, exploiting this idea. The number of clusters are counted, as a high

number of clusters indicate non-homogeneous visual characteristics. Furthermore,

the more visual characteristics are scattered, the larger the number of clusters get.

This equation thus quantifies the spatial scatteredness of the visual feature space, and

is comparable between different image sets if the same number of images is used.

4 Image corpus construction

Lexical relations within natural languages are commonly described using hierarchical

structures. A set of interchangeable synonyms for a specific meaning is commonly

called synset. The structure of WordNet [26] connects synsets to other synsets by us-

ing semantic relations like hypernyms and hyponyms. For example, a rather abstract

synset like motor_vehicles might contain more concrete synsets like car and

truck which by themselves contain more concrete concepts like sports_car or

pickup. As this structure is semantically based on lexical relations, it is uncertain

how much it is actually related to visual properties of the underlying visual concepts.

ImageNet [7] has a large dataset built on top of WordNet and aims to provide a collec-

tion of example images for each concept. It is commonly used as a source of images

to train e.g. image classification algorithms. All images were Web-crawled but then

filtered by hand using crowd-sourcing techniques. Each synset has between zero and

a few thousand images. When emphasizing the hierarchical structure of the dataset,

this paper also uses graph theory terminology. In that case, a root, parent, or leaf node

refers to a synset, depending on its position in the tree.

4.1 Imbalance of WordNet

The experiment starts with a tree extracted from ImageNet. For example, a node

called sports_car has a large collection of images of different sports cars. It is a

leaf node, as there are no hyponyms for this synset in WordNet. This decision is ar-

bitrary and inherited from WordNet. It assumes that different types of sports cars are

similar enough, that a further distinction between different models or brands might

not be necessary. The rest are non-leaf nodes which are usually assumed to be more

abstract than leaf nodes. Linguistically speaking, these nodes are hypernyms of the

subordinate visual concepts. Non-leaf nodes consist of various visual concepts, de-

scribed by their hyponyms. An image set for car might contain a number of images

of sports cars, albeit not limited to it, as there are also other types of cars. In an even

more abstract image set for e.g. vehicles, it might even include tanks, ships, or

airplanes. However, do all these sub-concepts have an equal impact on the mental

image of a vehicle?

The answer is hard to determine, but the assumption is that it relates to how

present the individual synsets are in the mental image of its super-concepts. Unfortu-

nately, the crowd-sourced origin of ImageNet often results in a very one-sided set of

images. For ImageNet, the goal was to provide an overview of images necessary to
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grasp its concept. Further analysis shows that leaf nodes can range from very com-

mon terms up to rather unknown or obscure terms; e.g. in the truck category, there

are leaf nodes like moving_van and delivery_truck, which might have a high

influence on the common mental image of trucks. In contrast, the same category also

contains rather obscure concepts like milk_float (a British milk delivery vehicle)

and book_mobile (a mobile library), which might not have the same influence on

the said mental image.

As explained before, the number of hypoynms of a concept can be a misguiding

measure for visual variety, as it is a purely linguistic relationship. Similarly, the depth

of a term in the tree can be misleading, as narrow concepts like forklift are

close to vehicle, while a similarly concrete sports_car has almost double the

distance.

4.2 Balanced corpus recomposition

The composition of images plays a crucial role for the perceived variety of the image

corpus. For this, each non-leaf node image set is recomposited based on images of

its hyponyms. Starting from a given root node, a full WordNet sub-hierarchy is ex-

tracted. Next, a list of representing synonyms for each synset is accumulated. This

can vary from different spellings (British vs. American) up to other words which are

interchangeable but commonly have the same meaning when used in a related context

(e.g. cab and taxi).

To make this recomposition well-balanced, a distribution function defines the ra-

tio of images used from each hyponym. The distribution function aims to select an

image composition which feels natural for the majority of people. Therefore, it looks

at how popular a term is within its group of related concepts, to determine how rele-

vant a sub-term is in the mental image of this concept. As a metric for term popularity,

there are a couple of options. The API from common search engines may serve as a

Web-based approach to measure the popularity of terms. Using the Google API, it is

possible to crawl an approximation of total results for either text or image search re-

sults. It is also possible to use a metric based on word frequencies. This is a common

approach used in linguistics to compare the popularity of different terms, adjusted

for grammatical suffices. Using this, large amounts of text can be searched for the

number of occurrences, a term or phrase appears.

Applying such a metric, a popularity score for each synonym for each synset

is chosen. In Section 7.1, a variety of metrics are compared more extensively. As

multiple synonyms of the same synset usually have a large overlap, the average of

its popularity scores is used to describe the popularity of this synset. The non-leaf

image sets are merged together using the previously determined ratio, as explained in

Figure 4. This is believed to be superior to a crawling of non-leaf node images, as the

composition of images would be uncertain and hard to validate.
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N

N1

N1.1 N1.2

N2

(a) Getting hyponym leaf nodes of synset N.

Popularity of N1.1 ∈ N : w1

Popularity of N1.2 ∈ N : w2

Popularity of N2 ∈ N : w3

(b) Determine weighting using popularity metric.

N′ = w1 p(N1.1)+w2 p(N1.2)+w3 p(N2)

(c) Re-composing the image corpus. p is the function for retrieval of synset images.

Fig. 4: Recomposition of the imageset for a synset N. First, in (a) all relevant hy-

ponym leaf nodes for a synset N are extracted from WordNet. Then, in (b) a weight-

ing for each hyponym relative to its parent is determined using a popularity metric.

Lastly, a new imageset N′ for the synset N is recomposed with an appropriate number

of images from each hyponym, as shown in (c). This procedure is repeated for every

non-leaf node in the WordNet tree.

WordNet
Is synset a

leaf node?

For each

synset

Collect

synonyms
No

Crawl

ImageNet

datasets

Crawl Web

images

Determine

popularity

of hyponyms

Merge

hyponym

corpora

Non-leaf

corpus

Leaf

corpus

Visual variety

measurements

Yes

Fig. 5: Image corpus construction. The leaf image sets are constructed by using a

combination of ImageNet and Web-crawled images. Any non-leaf node is compos-

ited from leaf-nodes incorporating the popularity of each hyponym. This ensures the

resulting corpus to be close to the common mental image. This is done for each node

individually.

4.3 Increasing the amount of images

The number of images available in ImageNet vastly varies depending on the synset.

There are synsets which have rather obscure terms, so it is hard to find fitting im-

ages for these visual concepts. For these synsets, ImageNet provides either none or a

minuscule amount of images. Assuming that these terms are either too vague or too

obscure to have an influence on more abstract image sets, they are removed from the

hierarchy.
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As the non-leaf node image sets are composited from multiple leaf nodes, the

amount of leaf node images becomes a major bottleneck. Extra images are crawled

using Search Engine API [10][25] to increase the number of images. By combining

synonyms for each synset, the number of crawlable images can be increased. To make

the results more relevant and decrease the major reason for noise, a common phrase

describing all synsets can be appended. For example, when crawling images related

to car, truck, and motorbike, appending vehicle to each search might be a

simple approach to decrease a certain amount of completely unrelated images. The

full process of image corpus construction is visualized in Fig. 5.

Of course, Web-crawled approaches introduce a very high ratio of noise. Kennedy

et al. [17] suggest a more than 50 percent chance of noise, even for dedicated image

services like Flickr [35]. For Google Image Search [10], the ratio seems to be even

worse, but highly depending on the search term. However, the noise is not necessar-

ily a negative thing. While it is intuitive that noise images have a negative impact on

image recognition algorithms, this conclusion might not hold true for visual variety

measurements [27]. We consider that there is a semantic relationship which corre-

sponds to why the noise exists in the first place and thus removing noise images

could also remove hidden semantics. Therefore, there is no further attempt to filter

out noise images in our work.

5 Obtaining the ground truth

The goal of this research is the measurement of visual variety in a common mental

image. Each term would have a value attached which describes its average visual va-

riety, on where a majority of people would agree. While this is rather subjective, it is

expected to achieve stable results in a majority decision when including a sufficiently

large number of people. To the best of our knowledge, there exists no dataset with this

kind of labeling. Therefore, to make a quantitative analysis of the proposed method

possible, an excerpt of WordNet has been annotated with visual variety labels.

5.1 Crowd-sourced survey

To form a reliable ground truth for this rather subjective measurement, a large enough

number of people needs to be asked. Therefore, a crowd-sourced survey using Thur-

stones’ method of pair comparisons [34] has been conducted. In Thurstones’ method,

survey participants are shown only two samples of a larger set of objects at a time.

They are asked to answer a question comparing these objects.

Thurstones’ method is in particular useful for hard-to-decide questions of indi-

vidual preferences. Assuming the ordering is transitive, a ranking can be obtained

after asking the participant about a sufficient number of pairs. This exploits the fact

that it is often easier to choose between two than choosing between many.

As this method is ideal for subjective questions which are hard to decide, it adapts

well to visual variety. We set up a survey to conduct such an experiment for this

research. On each page, a participant sees the name (e.g. “vehicle”) and a short
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(a) Survey: Main part

(b) Survey: Tutorial

Fig. 6: (a) shows the user interface of the main survey. The participants are asked to

make a judgement on the visual variety of a pair of two concepts. Before the main

survey is taken, a tutorial as shown in (b) will explain the idea of visual variety and

what a participant is supposed to visualize in his/her mind.

description (e.g. “a conveyance that transports people or objects”) of two synsets.

They are asked to visualize these concepts in their head and decide, which one is
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more visually variant. The participants are asked to make that judgement without

further researching either concept, but by just making an assumption based on their

prior knowledge on them. Note that no visuals or images are shown to avoid biasing

the results in a predefined direction. To avoid confusion and misjudgement based on

knowledge, all chosen synsets are commonly known terms.

For every pair comparison of concepts A and B, a participant can choose one of

four buttons: “A has more variety”, “B has more variety”, “About equal”, or “I don’t

know”. The user interface is shown in Fig. 6a. The first two buttons are asked to be

pressed when a participant considers that either of the two concepts has a larger visual

variety. The “About equal” button is for the case where a participant cannot make out

which one is even slightly more variant. Last, the “I don’t know” button is a skip

button for the case where a participant does not know either or both of the concepts

and thus is unable to make a judgment. In the introductory text, it is emphasized that

either of the latter two buttons should be used as little as possible. This is to avoid

over-selecting the “About equal” button, as quite a few comparisons can be difficult

for most participants.

The concept of visual variety is novel and thus hard to convey. Therefore, the

introduction of the survey starts with a short tutorial. In this tutorial, the concept of

visual variety is explained by showing examples. These examples use a different set

of synsets, which are not part of the main survey. First, the tutorial shows a pair com-

parison, just as the main survey would. After selecting either button, the participant

proceeds to a page, where a variety of pictures for both synsets are shown. This is

to show participants what they are supposed to visualize in their minds. The pic-

tures were handpicked with the goal to make it clear what visual variety is supposed

to mean. Figure 6b shows an example of the tutorial page explaining the synsets

animal and cat. Afterwards, the tutorial goes back to showing the participant the

previous pair comparison, outlining which button would be the recommended solu-

tion for this pair (e.g. animals have more visual variety than cats.) All examples

in the tutorial are chosen to be rather extreme, so most partcipants would likely agree

with these recommendations. The tutorial shows four such example pairs, each with

a selection of pictures to outline the way of visualizing them in ones head. They in-

clude an example of an “about equal” edge case, as well as an example of a surprising

outcome. After the tutorial is finished, the main survey proceeds as explained before.

5.2 Results

Over the course of two months, the survey has been promoted through Web and Social

Media including Facebook, Twitter, and Reddit. Compared to solutions like Amazon

Mechanical Turk (AMT) [3], this has the effect that mostly volunteers are partici-

pating surveys. As participants are not paid, this can decrease the risk of spammers

and thus improving the quality of results. Largely, a majority of replies seemed to

take the survey diligently —most results match and people took a reasonable amount

of time for answering each pair comparison. There were, however, a small number

(around 5%) of dubious cases where people replied the survey suspiciously. Here,

people evidently skipped most explanations and the time taken per pair comparison
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became significant outliers compared to others. As these responses also usually did

not match the responses of other participants, suspicious results were treated as spam

and filtered-out.

The survey was carried out in English and publicly available in crowd-sourced

manner. While there was no restriction to native speakers, we asked participants to

only participate if they are confident enough in their English proficiency. For the main

survey, 25 synsets related to vehicles have been chosen. They span a variety of levels

of abstractness (such as vehicle, motor vehicle, car, and sports car)

and areas (such as street vehicles, air vehicles, water vehicles,

and war vehicles). Each synset was labelled with a valid description fitting the

WordNet meaning of the concept. The descriptions were sourced from Merriam-

Webster’s Dictionary [24], Oxford Dictionary [29], and WordNet itself. They were

selected to have a similar detail and length for each synset to reduce visual bias on

the survey pages themselves.

After finishing the tutorial, each participant was asked to judge thirty pair com-

parisons. Voluntarily, participants were able to extend the survey, in which case more

unique pair comparisons would have been shown, but only one participant chose to

do so. Likewise, any participant was able to stop the survey at any point, in which

case only the pair comparisons up to that point have been saved to the database.

In total, 158 people participated, answering 4,529 pair comparisons (avg. 28.66

per participant and 13.36 answers per pair.) Out of these, 442 answers were pairs

considered equally variant and 63 comparisons were skipped with the “I don’t know”

button. Each pair comparison in average took 8.35 seconds. Out of all pairs, 87%

reached a majority for either one of the two concepts. There were two pairs, where

one of the skip buttons gained a majority.

In the 13% of problematic pairs without a majority, there were a couple of noti-

cable patterns. First, there were pairs, where both concepts were rather concrete leaf

nodes in different sub trees. bicycle vs. motorcycle is already pretty hard to de-

cide, but when comparing either to a warship, people might just give up and click

something randomly. Therefore, it is actually surprising, that the greater number of

pairs could reach a common majority.

On a similar note, there are synsets which are hard to understand, or may even be

misconceptions. One particularly ambigious synset is self-propelled vehicle.

The synset basically contains vehicles using a motor, but is different from the synset

motor vehicle, which only contains road vehicles using a motor. This semantic

nuance is inherited from WordNet and unknown by most participants. Therefore, it

can lead to a confusion and nonhomogeneous results.

6 Experiment

The aim of this research is to measure the visual variety of concepts as judged by the

majority of people. Previously, a naive method to measure visual variety using cluster

counting has been discussed. Due to its simplicity, it depends on a well-balanced im-

age corpus to lead to meaningful results. Therefore, we proposed a method to create
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...
(a) Composition of synset car corpus using equal weighting (Comparative method.)

...
(b) Composition of synset car corpus using the Google Text-based distribution (Proposed method 1.)

...
(c) Composition of synset car corpus using the Google Image-based distribution (Proposed method 2.)

Fig. 7: Parent node composition. Each colored block represents a different subor-

dinate concept merged into the parent node image corpus. (a) shows the resulting

composition for car when all leaf nodes are treated equally. This corpus is used as a

comparative method. (b) and (c) show compositions for car, where the distribution

is based on the Google Text (Prop. method 1) or Google Image (Prop. method 2)

popularity metric. The raw values for these metrics are shown in Table 3b.

such a corpus using popularity metrics. To evaluate these methods, they are compared

to ground-truth values obtained from the conducted crowd-sourced survey.

6.1 Image corpus creation

For the evaluation, a plain ImageNet serves as a baseline. This will outline, how well

(or rather, badly) an unmodified downloaded copy of ImageNet performs in visual

variety measurements using the cluster counting method. The other three methods

are modified and recomposed versions of the plain ImageNet.

Based on WordNet, a tree of about 600 nodes starting from the root node vehicles

was extracted using NLTK [22]. Leaf nodes with a very tiny amount of images were

removed, with the remaining tree resulting in about 800 to 1,500 images per node.

The aim is for an equal amount of images in every node.
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As the ground-truth results of the survey span 25 core synsets, the goal was to

obtain a decent amount of images for each of them. Note that there is a larger number

of nodes still influencing the composition of each parent synset’s image corpus, even

if not chosen for direct evaluation. To increase the available visual data, Google [10]

and Bing [25] APIs were used for additional crawling of Web images. Potential du-

plicates are deleted by image comparison.

For evaluating the proposed method, the image corpus of all non-leaf nodes is

recomposed using two Web popularity metrics, and some extra images are added

using Web-crawling. The Google API [10] has been used as a metric to approximate

the Web popularity of various sub-concepts. For each term, the maximum amount

of search results for either the Google Text Search (Proposed method 1) or Google

Image Search (Proposed method 2) serve as metrics for the recomposition. These

numbers reflect the common popularity of terms within the indexed Web content. A

discussion in Sec. 7.1 will go into greater detail on how different metrics for Web

Popularity affect the recomposition of the image corpus.

Lastly, as a comparative method, an equally weighted corpus has been created.

Here, all leaf nodes influence a parent node equally. This means, the structure of

WordNet is inherited and a parent node receives the same amount of images from

each of its leaf nodes.

An example of the resulting image corpora for the synset car is visualized in

Fig. 7. In the top, an equal weighted distribution (Comparative method) is used to

produce an image composition where each subordinate concept is treated equally.

In contrast, the bottom rows show compositions where the Google Text (Proposed

method 1) and Google Image (Proposed method 2) popularity metric create more

natural distributions.

Due to the different ratios for each composition method, it was not possible to

reach the same volume of images per synset for each corpus. A higher number is

favorable, so the highest common volume of images in all synsets per corpus was

chosen for further evaluations. Accordingly, the Baseline dataset uses 1,000 images

per synset, the corpus for Proposed method 1 has 2,000 images, and both the Com-

parative corpus and the Proposed method 2 corpus contain 2,430 images per synset

each. As the Plain ImageNet dataset is an unmodified copy of the original ImageNet,

there were no means taken to increase its amount of data.

6.2 Survey results

Based on the results from the survey discussed in Sec. 5, the ground truth has been ob-

tained. Each answer by a participant is added to a weighted directional graph, where

each node is a synset and an edge describes the difference of variety between two

nodes. Answers where “I don’t know” or “About equal” were chosen, are skipped.

The resulting graph is put into a maximum likelihood estimation to determine a

ranking using Choix 0.3.0 [23]. For further steps, the ranking has been normalized

between 0 and 100, where 0 would be the most concrete concept and 100 the most

abstract one. The ranking for the ground truth is listed in Table 1.
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6.3 Measurement results

The evaluation examines the data clustering of each image set, as previously dis-

cussed in Section 3. For each synset, the number of clusters within the visual feature

space of the synset’s images represents the visual variety.

The implementation uses OpenCV 3.2 [15] for feature extraction and distance

measurements, and Scikit-learn 0.19.0 for clustering [31]. For each image, the vi-

sual features are extracted in form of a Bag of Words model using SURF descrip-

tors [2][5]. A mean-shift clustering [4] is used to create a clustering of the visual

vectors. Then, the number of clusters for every synset is counted. Lastly, they are

normalized between 0 and 100 to allow a rank comparison to the ground truth. This

process is repeated for all four corpora created. Table 1 shows the ranking results for

each corpus.

6.4 Rank comparison

A comparison of the ranking generated for each corpus with the ground truth can be

seen in Table 2. As metrics for evaluation, the Spearman Rank Correlation [9] and

the Mean Squared Error (MSE) have been chosen.

The proposed method 2 using “Google Image weighting” is leading the Rank Cor-

relation with an improvement of 17.7% over the comparative method “Equal weight-

ing” and 192% over the baseline.

The Baseline using the Plain ImageNet has a very low rank correlation. This

suggests that the results are scattered and do not fit the crowd-sourced results. When

comparing the rankings in Table 1, one can see that the Baseline ranking for each

synset is very similar. As a matter of fact, if skipping the normalization, the raw

amount of clusters found for each image set is almost identical, so all rankings gather

around a similar, rather random, value. Thus, there is almost no correlation, but a

surprisingly low MSE, as the average error is relatively low.

The Comparative method “Equal weighting” is a strong improvement over the

baseline, although it can not reach the accuracy of the proposed method 2. It uses

no weighting, but inherits the distribution from the structure provided by WordNet.

The prominent change shows, how crucial the image corpus composition is for the

visual variety measurement. Unfortunately, the Google Text weighting worsened the

results, as it highly increased the MSE.

For both the Proposed methods and the Comparative method, the MSE seems to

be a smaller improvement than the Rank Correlation. They result in a more diverse

ranking, and thus, wrongly classified results will have a larger impact on the MSE.

7 Discussion

The previous evaluations in Section 6 looked at how recomposed image corpora com-

pare to a conventional dataset for visual variety measurements. It shows, that a recom-

position has great potential for improving the measurement. The following will first
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Table 1: The variety results for all compared methods. The results reflect the visual

variety of each synset. A high number indicates a synset with which is rather abstract,

which has a high variety of visual characteristics spanning different images. A low

number is a more concrete synset, which has rather homogeneous visual character-

istics. The ground truth (GT) refers to the results from the crowd-sourced survey.

Baseline refers to the plain ImageNet, while Comparative and Proposed 1/2 refer to

our image corpus recomposition method with different weightings. For Comporative,

all hyponyms of a synset are weighted equally, while Proposed 1 and 2 use a weight-

ing based on Google Text Search (GTS) and Google Image Search (GIS) results,

respectively. The table is sorted in order of the ground-truth ranking.

(a) Visual variety results for each synset, normalized between 0 and 100.

Synset GT Baseline Comparative Prop. 1 (GTS) Prop. 2 (GIS)

motor vehicle 100 57 88 52 69

wheeled vehicle 90 47 99 82 86

vehicle 90 55 82 100 100

car 86 50 49 24 34

craft 85 64 78 93 73

aircraft 79 82 68 56 78

airplane 77 71 50 29 63

ship 77 45 52 32 39

vessel 68 42 75 83 57

bus 65 0 28 22 33

motorcycle 65 63 0 0 11

locomotive 64 45 59 69 63

sports car 60 34 4 5 3

self-propelled veh. 60 69 100 56 63

bicycle 56 100 51 2 45

electric car 52 26 31 41 33

jeep 48 38 2 0 0

forklift 0 51 21 28 25

(b) A plot of the results in Table (a), visualizing the overall trend of each dataset.
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Table 2: Quantitative analysis of the measurements against ground truth. This table

shows the Spearman rank correlation and Mean Squared Error between each evalu-

ated corpus and the ground truth based on the crowd-sourced survey. As shown, the

Proposed methods have a strong lead in either category. The Plain ImageNet dataset

has a low correlation as it results in an almost identical amount of clusters for almost

every synset.

Corpus Rank Correlation Mean Squared Error

(larger = better) (lower = better)

Plain ImageNet (Baseline) 0.25 10.54

Equal weighting (Comparative) 0.62 9.23

Google Text weighting (Proposed 1) 0.56 14.89

Google Image weighting (Proposed 2) 0.73 9.01

analyze how the choice of different popularity metrics can influence the results. The

Google API metrics used in the evaluation are compared with two alternative can-

didates. Lastly, other difficulties of the recomposition and obtaining a viable ground

truth are discussed.

7.1 Different popularity metrics

The proposed method heavily relies on the used image corpus as its composition

is crucial for the algorithm to yield meaningful results. The following will discuss

four different metrics for popularity. Using one of these metrics, the corpora can be

recomposed using the ratio of how popular its leaf nodes are relative to each other.

The first two metrics use the Google API [10], where the maximum amount of

search results per term is used as a metric for how popular terms are relative to each

other. This reflects the common popularity of terms within indexed Web content.

Thus, it makes an assumption on the expectation of image contents in social me-

dia. The API provides data for both text and image searches, so they are evaluated

separately. These metrics were used in the previous experiment in Sec. 6.

Third, the Sketch Engine (SE) [18] provides a large Web-crawled text corpus

consisting of 19 billion words. This is another fully Web data-based approach, from a

different viewpoint than Google results. It is not directly affected by SEO keywords

(Search Engine Optimization) or Google PageRank, and solely relates on crawled

text-only data. Lastly, the Corpus of Contemporary American English (COCA) [6]

provides a large English text corpus with currently 520 million words. It is said to be

a well-balanced combination of written texts from newspapers, journals, magazines,

and transcripts. Thus, this metric is a non-Web data based comparison.

In the following, we will compare the ratio found by each of these four methods.

Table 3a shows the distributions for the synset truck, while Table 3b those for the

synset car. For the synset car, the Web-based approaches often composite results

in a strong bias towards sports car. There is a vast amount of sports car images

on the Web for marketing purposes and social media, and thus sports car is

a category where people intuitively are more likely to upload images to the Web.
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Table 3: Different Web popularity measurements. This is an example of how Web

popularity distributions will affect the recomposition of parent nodes from leaf nodes

for (a) truck and (b) car. Google Text Search (GTS) / Google Image Search (GIS)

are Web-based and show a bias towards social media. The values for both Sketch

Engine (SE) and the COCA text corpus are given as a comparison. The bold values

refer to the top three of each method.

(a) Distribution of the synset truck

Leaf node GTS GIS SE COCA

moving_van 22.8% 27.4% 2.4% 1.4%

delivery_tr 9.6% 23.7% 1.8% 0.9%

pickup 14.7% 10.9% 1.7% 44.0%

trailer_tr 7.1% 8.5% 2.5% 5.8%

fire_engine 11.4% 6.8% 1.0% 2.6%

tractor 6.8% 6.0% 12.8% 26.8%

police_van 9.8% 4.2% 58.4% 10.7%

milk_float 1.8% 2.6% 0.3% 0.0%

transporter 2.6% 2.1% 0.6% 1.6%

lorry 1.9% 2.2% 7.8% 1.0%

(b) Distribution of the synset car

Leaf node GTS GIS SE COCA

sports_car 32.5% 27.4% 45.7% 1.2%

racer 6.7% 9.2% 0.3% 2.3%

model_t 24.0% 8.8% 0.8% 1.3%

coupe 2.3% 6.9% 3.5% 3.6%

used-car 11.0% 6.7% 0.4% 1.8%

jeep 1.8% 5.0% 1.3% 6.4%

beach_wagon 2.2% 4.8% 2.5% 6.7%

compact 3.3% 4.5% 0.4% 11.0%

cab 1.9% 3.9% 3.4% 13.3%

hatchback 2.7% 1.2% 11.4% 1.1%

ambulance 1.4% 0.6% 0.8% 15.9%

minivan 1.3% 0.7% 8.5% 4.8%

Therefore, the expectation of an image of a car might actually have a strong bias

towards sports car. The sub-tree related to truck is more balanced towards

multiple hyponyms. Overall, the Google Search results, especially the Image Search

results seem to be the best fit for the visual variety measurements, as they fit the

expectations the closest.

7.2 Difficulties in corpus construction

Unfortunately, seven synsets selected for the crowd-sourced survey turned out to be

hard to crawl. This includes a number of synsets from the non-ground vehicle sub-

tree of vehicle, for example sailing vessel, cargoship, warship, and

warplane. Even after including extra data from other search engines, they resulted

in a substantially fewer number of images than the rest of the synsets. Therefore, they

were skipped in the evaluations.

Depending on the chosen Web popularity metric, a single leaf node can become an

outlier in popularity. This can be seen in the previous example of the synset sports

car, which becomes 45.7% of car images for the Sketch Engine (SE) metric (Ta-

ble 3b). In such extreme cases, the amount of available leaf node images often bottle-

necks the retrievable images for parent node corpora, even up to a much higher level

in the hierarchy like vehicle.

On a similar note, many nodes of ImageNet initially have none or very few im-

ages. They can be excluded to simplify the recomposition, but this inevitably results

in less variety for the recomposition of parent nodes and thus some introduced bias.
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Fig. 8: The stability of Spearman Rank correlation results for different ground-truths.

This figure shows how the Spearman Rank correlation changes with the number of

participants used for calculating the ground-truth. For each point, it shows an aver-

aged sample of 15 samples as base for calculating the ground-truth values. It shows

that when including about 30 participants, the general trend starts to develop. The

gap between each approach and the Baseline can be seen, but the difference between

the Comparative and Proposed methods (especially Prop. 2) are lost in noise. After

reaching more than 100 participants, the final results can already be approximated

closely.

7.3 Ground truth results

When looking into the raw results of the ground truth, it becomes evident that there

is a bias for objects which are more present in daily life. For example, the synset

car is one of the highest ranked synsets, despite pragmatically thinking being rather

concrete compared to many other concepts.

To see whether the number of participants is sufficient, the stability of results in

relation to the number of participants has been investigated. For this, the resulting

rank correlation for different numbers of participants has been sampled between one

and 150 participants. Each datapoint represents the average of 15 samples over all

participants. The results are shown in Fig. 8. As seen, a tendency of the final results

are determined rather quickly. With more participants and the results getting more

refined, the results for the proposed methods gain a stronger lead.
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7.4 Applications

As other work suggests [21], measurements of imageability and concreteness can be

used to estimate text specificity. This is useful, if judging ease of reading, or for text

simplification. Unfortunately, existing datasets of similar metrics are flat and rather

small. A comparison of related terms like car, sportscar, motor vehicle,

and vehicle, would be difficult, as labeling for hyponym or hypernym concepts is

usually missing. Thus, this research could be used to vastly increase the training data

samples for such kinds of applications.

In the field of Explainable AI [32], where the goal is to bring light into black-

boxed approaches in machine learning and artificial intelligence, the results could

also be of interest. Over all, this approach quantifies the semantic gap, which shows

hidden semantics based on human perception. Thus, it can be a clue on why image

classification acts the way it does. In a work by Hentschel and Sack [11], it was

found that the contents of image classification models are often very surprising when

inspected from a human viewpoint. Trained models find something different than the

human would expect them to find, despite often having a very high precision. This

can often lead to unexpected behavior for new images, but also showcases the se-

mantic gap between human perception and computer vision. Therefore, our research

is thought as an assistance to these and related semantic problems.

8 Conclusion

In this paper, a method to measure the visual variety of terms has been proposed. Web

data is used to create and enhance an image set for each term based on popularity

in social media. The cluster counting method calculates a distinct value for every

term, describing its visual variety. Using a crowd-sourced survey, a ground truth for

this purpose has been obtained. When comparing the proposed image corpora with

another, it shows that the correlation to ground truth highly depends on the used

recomposition. The results are promising in terms of understanding the relationship

between language and vision.

The presented work approaches the semantic gap by rating the perceived variety

of concepts. Therefore, this is valuable as training data for image captioning and tag-

ging approaches. By including data on how words are perceived by users, captioning

results can achieve a more natural usage of language. As the semantic gap varies for

different cultures and languages, the weighting used for recomposition can bias the

results for such purposes. With an increased knowledge of the language, these re-

sults could therefore prove beneficial for machine translation and natural language

processing. This thought is strengthened by recent studies in psycholinguistics [33]

and the use of similar metrics in language models [33]. A better text understanding

thus can improve language models further. There has also been advancements in the

field of explainable AI, looking into understanding and visualizing artificial intelli-

gence models [11][32]. In a similar mind set, our method can find hidden data set

semantics, especially when considering human perception.
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The perception of abstractness for certain words could be compared to choose

similarly concrete words for translations or descriptions. The metric used for recom-

posing the image corpus turns out to be a parameter which is able to influence the

overall bias of an image corpus. One could compare the visual image of concepts

between different professions or from different cultures and thus use it for market

analyses purposes.

For future work, including the metadata of crawled images can provide useful

additional information. A combination of the number of clusters and the distances

of images inside them can be used to further enhance the results. Other approaches

like region segmentation can be used to weight the influence of background and fore-

ground contents.

As shown before, the weighting has a high influence on the results of the variety

measurements. Therefore, it could be used to bias the corpus in different direction;

for example, as seen from different political viewpoints, communities, or professions.

Another interesting comparison would be cultural influence on the results, as well as

whether native speakers have a different image of terms than non-native speakers.
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